


NATURAL SPECTRUM LIGHTING 

ILLUMINATE YOUR WORLD WITH 

NATURE'S COLORS 

Our vision for the future is to empower every 

creator with their own personal "sun," enabling 

them to unlock greater creative potential in a 

natural and healthy environment. 



Discover the power of low blue light technology

and unlock the full potential of color rendering.

Our cutting-edge technology reduces blue light,

resulting in a heightened color rendering

experience across the entire color spectrum.

From vibrant blues to every color in between, our

technology produces exceptional results that are

sure to impress.

EXPERIENCE TRUE COLOR WITH

LOW BLUE LIGHT TECHNOLOGY



UPGRADE TO LOW-BLUE-LIGHT

LEDS FOR HEALTHIER LIGHTING

Say goodbye to eye strain and discomfort 

with our low-blue-light LEDs! 

Our technology emits less blue light than 

other brands, so you can use them for longer

without any negative effects. Plus, our LEDs 

reduce the harmful effects of blue light, 

keeping you healthy and happy.



LIFELIKE SKIN TONES WITH 

NATURAL SPECTRUM LIGHTING

Say goodbye to the harsh, artificial lighting

that causes unnatural skin color casting and

hello to beautiful, lifelike skin tones.

Perfect for photography, videography, and

any other visual applications, our natural

spectrum lighting will help you capture

stunning visuals every time.



TRUE-TO-LIFE COLORS WITH

ACCURATE RENDERING TECHNOLOGY

Tired of wasting hours on post-production

color correction? Our cutting-edge LED

lighting technology boasts powerful color

accuracy, saving creators like you valuable

time and allowing you to focus on your

creative vision. With our technology, you

can rest assured that your colors are true-

to-life and vibrant, eliminating the need for

extensive post-production work.



LIGHTING MODELS COMPARED

The SL1 130DNA added "brightness"

without adding "weight": The same volume

as SL1 60DN, but nearly with double

brightness (The output power increases

from 70W to 130W ).
▲SL1 60DN ▲SL1 130DNA

*All-in-one lighting and control design





SL1 130DNA SPECIFICATION



Perfect For All Creators

No matter if you’re doing studio photography, shooting a film, wedding 
or live streaming to your audience, our lights are designed for you!
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